George Jon “Kits” are synchronized platforms of hardware, software, and managed services, available in both on-premises and hosted environments, that have been specifically designed to provide optimized discovery, investigation and governance functionality with proven performance. Every Kit component has been rigorously tested over 15 years of R&D to guarantee an amazing end user experience. Kits are built using Dell OEM blocks, incorporate our proven best practices, and are customizable to work with every leading industry application.

What does it do?
- Uses Dell OEM | Embedded & Edge Solutions to build and deliver Kits in an accelerated fashion
- Leverages Dell datacenters for performant, secure, reliable storage and scaling worldwide

Use Cases

Information governance, internal compliance and eDiscovery platforms and technology services for:
- Leading law firms
- Multinational corporations
- Big 4 accounting / global consulting firms
- Government agencies

Solution Offering

Services:
- eDiscovery environment design and architecture consulting
- eDiscovery workflow optimization and environment assessments
- eDiscovery platform migrations, installations and upgrades
- 24x7 eDiscovery managed services (application/infrastructure production support)

Products: George Jon has architected a portfolio of self-contained OEM platforms to support investigations and eDiscovery reviews for every use case:
- Cloud-Agnostic Platforms (AWS, Azure, GCP)
- Hybrid Cloud Platforms leveraging the Apex / Faction partnership for on-prem and public or private cloud solutions hosted and managed by George Jon
- Enterprise-level, on-premises solutions for “behind the firewall” deployments
- Laptop, Single Server and Mobile solutions for temporary or smaller engagements

GJ’s Solution Portfolio is built around and on top of Dell products/programs:
- PowerEdge, VRTX, PowerConnect, Precision
- Mid-range storage
- Faction / Apex
- Dell ProSupport Plus
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